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In today's culture, emails, text messages, and social media platforms are common
methods of digital written communications. Non-digital and digital written communications tend
to lack various emotional dimensions that in-person communications offer, such as vocal
expressions, facial expressions, and body language. Just as written communications have evolved
to adapt to today's digital culture, so have non-verbal communications. While different than nonverbal communications involved in in-person interactions, emojis1 and emoticons2 are
pictographs that bridge the gap between non-verbal communications and emotions in written,
digital communications. Emojis and emoticons, while different, both articulate and emphasize an
author's tone or meaning, and potentially even an author's mood or mental state, in digital
communications. The use of emojis in all forms of digital communications is ever-increasing.3
For example, the "heart eyes cat" emoji has appeared in over 66 million tweets on Twitter, and
domain names incorporating emojis are currently being developed.4 As emojis and emoticons
continue to play an extensive role in how we communicate digitally, they will continue to create
evidentiary issues.
While a fairly new facet of digital communications, courts have begun to recognize and
address emojis and emoticons in both the civil and criminal contexts.5 In 2012, the Middle
District of Alabama evaluated the use of an emoticon in a text message, and coupled with other
factors, held there was "a close-temporal proximity between [a supervisor's] love letters, the
negative-performance review, the emoticon-text message, and [plaintiff's] termination."6 In a
wrongful termination action in Ohio, a court analyzed the employer's use of "smiley face" and
"frowning face" emoticons in emails regarding the plaintiff.7 The plaintiff argued the use of
frowning emoticons in emails related to plaintiff's performance implied ill-will or malice toward
him.8 The court ultimately held that while "the use of emoticons in [defendant's] emails may
have been unprofessional or immature, the court finds that her opinions expressed in the emails
do not rise to the level of malice, bad faith, or reckless conduct."9
Emojis and emoticons have also made their way into defamation lawsuits. In Ghanam v.
Does, a defamation case, the Michigan Court of Appeals interpreted the use of an emoticon at the
end of a digital statement and ultimately held that the emoticon displayed the author's intent at
the time the statement was made.10 The statement and emoticon at issue was as follows:
They are only getting more garbage trucks because Gus needs more tires to sell to get
more money for his pockets :P11

The court concluded "[e]xamination of the statements and the circumstances under which
they were made show them to be mere expressions of rhetorical hyperbole and not defamatory as
a matter of law."12 More specifically, the court reasoned the use of the ": P" emoticon made it
clear the author intended the statement as a joke, and therefore, a reasonable reader could not
have interpreted the statement as defamatory.13 Courts have also analyzed the use of emoticons
in workplace harassment cases.14
Interestingly, an Israeli small claims court judge recently found that emojis served to
prove the element of reliance in a contract dispute.15 In this lawsuit, a landlord posted an online
ad seeking a prospective tenant.16 A prospective tenant digitally communicated with the landlord
and included various emojis in his communication, such as a smiley, a bottle of champagne,
dancing figures and more.17 The parties continued communicating back and forth, but the
prospective tenant eventually ceased communications.18 However, as a result of the parties'
communications, the landlord alleged he took down his online ad because he relied on the
prospective tenant to lease the property based on the digital communications.19 As a result, the
landlord sued the prospective tenant for damages.20 According to the judge, the prospective
tenant's positive emojis coupled with his words displayed interest, which the judge held the
landlord relied upon.21 The judge specifically noted that emojis are an integral part of modern
communication and are thereby subject to legal interpretation.22 The landlord was awarded 8,000
shekels in damages and legal fees, which amounts to approximately $2,200.00.23
As it relates to criminal cases, in September 2016, emojis depicting a police officer, a
handgun, and a bomb included in a Facebook post led to probation of an Illinois citizen.24
Recently, an Ohio court allowed testimony from a witness regarding the intent behind a "winky
face" emoji found in digital communications in a criminal case involving aggravated burglary
and felonious assault charges.25 The witness testified that the "winky face" emoji sent by the
individual that the defendant allegedly assaulted meant that the individual wanted "to sleep with
her again."26 On appeal of his conviction, the defendant argued this testimony was evidence of
provocation. Taking the evidence most favorably for the defendant, the appellate court found
that it was "insufficient to convey words of infidelity and to find otherwise would require [the
court] to make an unsupported assumption of the emoji's meaning."27
Before discussing interpretation issues related to specific emojis, it must be noted that
emoji senders and recipients could view different emoji images from the on-set of a digital
communication because different devices, softwares, and operating systems convey different
emoji images. That is, senders and recipients may not see the same image. There are two types of
emojis—Unicode emojis and proprietary emojis.28 The Unicode emoji system does not
determine emojis' characteristics, such as color, shape or size.29 Therefore, the final depiction of
an emoji is left up to the particular device, operating system or software and as a result, emojis
can be conveyed differently between a sender and a recipient.30 Furthermore, proprietary emojis
are only recognized on the platform they are offered, and as a result, a recipient of a proprietary
emoji may not be able to view the emoji at all if he is not using the requisite platform.31
While it is positive that various courts are recognizing and beginning to address emojis as
evidence in various lawsuits, courts need to address emojis and their application uniformly and
consistently. For example, as recognized by State v. Shepherd, interpretation of emojis is an
issue.32 Courts, lawyers, witnesses, jurors, and even recipients of emojis can analyze the same

emoji and reach different, but rational, conclusions as to the meaning of the same emoji. This is
no different than other interpretative challenges, such as words and other symbols that generate
multiple meanings. Because emoji interpretation is an issue, several online dictionaries related to
emojis have already been created.33
Due to the interpretation issues related to emojis, courts should consider incorporating
actual emoji images, rather than textually describing emojis, into their opinions and other written
orders in order to establish uniform precedent for the meanings of specific emojis. Of course, in
order to do this, actual emoji images at issue must be adequately preserved by practitioners,
which must be done during the discovery phase of any lawsuit. Therefore, it comes with no
surprise that practitioners must be mindful of evidentiary issues surrounding emojis. Just like the
evidentiary hurdles currently associated with social media evidence, emojis must be properly
authenticated and, likely, will need to survive hearsay objections. Perhaps, under certain
circumstances, emojis could be admissible under certain hearsay exceptions outlined in Rule
803. In order to be prepared for these issues prior to trial, practitioners must evaluate and analyze
all evidentiary issues that could arise with emojis at the on-set of a case and continue to evaluate
the same as the case develops.
Following the logic of the interpretation issues above, courts and practitioners must
evaluate and determine the best way to present emojis, if admissible, to juries in order to prevent
jury confusion. Written communications such as emails and text messages can be read to the jury
once deemed admissible. What happens if an emoji is contained in such communication and is
read, or described, by a lawyer to the jury? Conversely, what happens if a lawyer omits the emoji
from the written communication? The opposing party could certainly object either way due to
mischaracterization and/or any likelihood to confuse the jury. Must an actual image of the emoji
be presented to the jury to avoid these obstacles? Moreover, generational gaps between jurors are
also likely to create issues. Certain jurors may not be familiar with emojis and different
generations could associate a different meanings with the same emoji. While the use of emojis as
evidence creates the above complications, courts and practitioners must evaluate and consider
emojis' evidentiary value as they are a novel form of non-verbal communication that can
substantially aid (or hinder) a practitioner's case.
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